TABLE ACCESSORIES
Bea Mombaers

In her distinctive style, interior stylist Bea
Mombaers further expands her eclectic
universe with unique table accessories made
of acacia wood and matt polished stainless
steel – whether or not finished with a goldcoloured PVD coating. Her collection started
out with multifunctional ice buckets that you can
combine with matching lids made of durable
acacia wood. The lids in turn can be used as
cutting boards, coasters or plates when you
turn them over. With the bottle opener and
lemon peeler you can give that cocktail an

extra twist. And to scoop the ice cubes out
of the buckets, the designer has created the
Triangle Spoons in both matt stainless steel
and acacia wood. The wooden spoons are
accompanied by three more serving spoons
for small and larger side dishes. With the
deep plates Bea Mombaers completes her
statement: “It does not always have to be
porcelain or ceramics. You can also create the
perfect atmosphere at the table with metal
and wooden accessories.”

BEA MOMBAERS

Bea Mombaers is fascinated by unusual discoveries and unique objects. Over the past
twenty years, she has grown from passionate seeker of things into one of the foremost
women on the Belgian art and design scene. Not only has she built an international
reputation as an interior stylist with a prestigious portfolio, Bea’s Knokke lifestyle boutique
‘Items’ is also a well-known reference for exclusive collector’s items and coups de cœurs.
Ten years ago, she extended her familiar signature style to a conceptual design bed &
breakfast in Knokke. In line with her professional activities, Bea now joins forces with Serax
to unleash on the world an eponymous lifestyle collection that perfectly illustrates her
unconventional universe.
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TABLE ACCESSORIES
Bea Mombaers

The deep plates made of matt stainless steel
stand out for their timeless simplicity. Devoid
of colours and frills, but durable and endowed
with an unmistakable beauty that increases the
more you use them. The three plates have a
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diameter of 17.5, 22.5, or 26 cm and thanks to
their depth, they can also be used as dishes
or bowls. Alone or in combination with other
items in the collection, Bea Mombaers for
Serax breaks with tradition in style.
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TABLE ACCESSORIES
Bea Mombaers

MATERIALS

Stainless steel 18/8 (18% chrome & 8% nickel)
Finishing: polished
Finishing gold: PVD coathing

OPERATIONAL USAGE

Tableware
Food safe
Microwave proof : No
Dishwasher proof : Yes
Oven Proof : No
Salamander Proof : No

SPECIAL CARE
INSTRUCTIONS

We advise to use soft detergents for commercial dishwashers.
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TABLE ACCESSORIES
Bea Mombaers

The ice buckets of the Bea Mombaers for Serax
line are ideal for entertaining large and small
groups. The large bucket (28 cm in diameter)
keeps a couple of bottles cold at the same
time, while the medium-sized bucket is the
perfect companion for a single bottle during
an intimate dinner. The smallest bucket (13 cm
in diameter) is excellent to sit on the table to
provide your drink with ice cubes when needed.
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The separately available acacia wooden lids
also serve as coasters or cutting boards when
you put them upside down on the table. This
way, you can also cut your lemon to give that Gin
& Tonic an additional twist. The matt polished
stainless steel of the silver or gold-coloured ice
buckets forms a nice contrast with the acacia
wood of the lids. With Bea Mombaers for Serax,
your aperitif or dinner is given an extra sparkle.
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TABLE ACCESSORIES
Bea Mombaers

MATERIALS

Stainless steel 18/8 (18% chrome & 8% nickel)
Finishing: polished
Finishing gold: PVD coathing

OPERATIONAL USAGE

Tableware
Food safe
Microwave proof : No
Dishwasher proof : Yes
Oven Proof : No
Salamander Proof : No

SPECIAL CARE
INSTRUCTIONS

We advise to use soft detergents for commercial dishwashers.
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TABLE ACCESSORIES
Bea Mombaers

Acacia wood is not only very durable, it also
becomes more beautiful as it ages. That is
why Bea Mombaers chose matt varnished
acacia wood serving spoons to formulate her
stylish answer to the standard stainless-steel
variants. The large rice spoon, the medium
serving spoon, and the small jam spoon also fit
together perfectly, making them almost a work
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of art when placed on top of each other on the
beautifully set table. Thanks to their streamlined
design, the serving spoons also lie very
comfortably in the hand. Combine them with
the Triangle Spoons and other table accessories
from the collection to add a Bea Mombaers for
Serax touch to your table.
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TABLE ACCESSORIES
Bea Mombaers

MATERIALS

Acacia wood
Finish: matt varnish
Production: handmade

OPERATIONAL USAGE

Tableware
Food safe
Microwave proof: No
Oven proof: No
Dishwasher proof: No
Salamander proof: No

SPECIAL CARE
INSTRUCTIONS

We advise to wash by hand using a soft sponge + soft detergents
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TABLE ACCESSORIES
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A bottle opener and a lemon peeler are
indispensable in a collection aimed at mutual
enjoyment. In the characteristic acacia wood
and matt polished stainless steel of the Bea
Mombaers for Serax line, the interior stylist has
designed a straightforward bottle opener and
matching lemon peeler. The minimalist design
contributes to the stylish appearance of the
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items. Surprise your guests with your cocktail
skills and peel the lemon as they watch. You can
also use the peeler as a cheese slicer, ideal to
enjoy some Parmesan cheese with the aperitif.
And thanks to the bottle opener you can also
open that bottle of tonic in style. With Bea
Mombaers for Serax, conviviality is elevated to
an art form.
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TABLE ACCESSORIES
Bea Mombaers

MATERIALS

Acacia wood
Finish: matt varnish
Stainless steel 18/8 (18% chrome & 8% nickel)
Finishing: polished

OPERATIONAL USAGE

Tableware
Food safe
Microwave proof: No
Oven proof: No
Dishwasher proof: No
Salamander proof: No

SPECIAL CARE
INSTRUCTIONS

We advise to wash by hand using a soft sponge + soft detergents
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